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Howard’s semicircle bound on the range of the complex wave velocity of an 
arbitrary unstable mode in the stability problem of homogeneous shear flows is 
further reduced. The reduction depends on the curvature of the velocity profile and 
the depth of the fluid layer. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the stability problem of homogeneous shear flows Howard [l] 
established that the complex wave velocity c ( = c, + ic,) of an arbitrary 
unstable (ci > 0) mode must be inside or on the semicircle 
(1) 
where a = Umin and b = U,,,, U being the basic velocity profile. This 
elegant result does not appear to have been improved in the literature to 
the best of our knowledge. The famous inflection point theorem of Rayleigh 
[2] and its subsequent extensions by Hoiland and Fjortoft [3] show the 
important role played by the curvature of the basic velocity profile on the 
stability or instability of homogeneous shear flows. However, Howard’s 
semicircle theorem does not contain any parameter that characterizes the 
curvature of the basic velocity profile. Therefore we strongly expect that a 
more rigid limitation than Howard’s can be found on the complex wave 
velocity of an arbitrary unstable mode by appropirately incorporating in 
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the mathematical analysis the considerations of the curvature of the basic 
velocity profile. The present paper is written to precisely fill up this gap in 
the literature. It is shown that Howard’s semicircle bound on the complex 
wave velocity of an arbitrary unstable mode in the stability problem of 
homogeneous shear flows can further be reduced. The reduction depends 
on the curvature of the velocity profile and the depth of the fluid layer. 
2. BASIC EQUATION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The basic equation and the boundary conditions for the problem of 
homogeneous shear flows are given by (cf. Drazin and Howard [3]) 
[(U-c)G’]‘- f+k’(U-c)+&] G=O, (2) 
G=G(y)=O at y=y,andy=y,, (3) 
where the primes denote differentiation w.r.t. y, k is the wave number and 
c = c, + ic, is the complex wave velocity. 
3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
THEOREM 1. Z’ (c, G), c= C, + ic;, ci >O, is a solution of Eqs. (2)-(3) 
and 
2bx2 
f= u”+(y, -y,y > 0, VY E CYlY Y21, 
then 
where 
A=[“*(Y~~)],~~ and m=i,a>O. 
(4) 
Proof: Multiplying (2) by G* (the complex conjugate of G) and 
integrating over the range of y, we have, upon integration by parts once 
and making use of (3), 
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s ‘* (U-c)[]G’12+k2 ,G12-J dy YI 
+;,” u” (G12dy+jl;*& IG12dy=0. 
Yl 
(5) 
Equating the real and imaginary parts of (4) to zero and cancelling Ci 
(>O), we get 
j” (U-c,)[,G',~ + k2 ,G,2] dy +; Iy? U" ,Gl’dy 
YI )‘I 
+tr,., [(U-cJ2+cf] y2 ur2(u-cr) IG124,=-,, (61 
Multiplying (7) by mc, and adding the resulting equation to (6), we get 
SI’ [U+(m-l)c,][IG’12+k2 IG,‘] dy+;j’* U” IG12dy 
Yl YI 
1 .I? V2[U- (VI + l)c,] 
+4i, [(u-c,y+c;] 
lGl”dy=O. 
Since u > 0, and a < c, < b (Rayleigh [2]), it follows that 
[U+ (m- l)CJmln =b>O and [u-(m+l)c,],,,= -a<o. (9) 
Equation (8) upon using (9) and the Rayleigh-Ritz inequality (Schultz 
cw 
I Y2 
2 IG’,24G(y2 yylJ2 r ,G124 s (sinceG(u,)=O=G(yz)), (10) YI 
gives 
5 ‘2[2c:{2b~2/(~~-~~)2+U”}-U’2((m+l~c,-~)1 ,G12dy<0 4[(u-cJ2+c:l . * (11) Yl 
Under the conditions of the theorem, (11) clearly implies that 
cj+ ---$), 
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where 
and this establishes the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, if 
k(~a+b)-[(~a+bpb-a)q”2, (12) 
then the parabola 
(13) 
intersects Howard’s semicircle (1). 
Proof: It is easily seen that the parabola (12) touches Howard’s 
semicircle (1 ), if 
~=~.=(~a+b),[(~a+b~-(b-a)2]“2. (14) 
The value of 1, given by (14) with the positive sign is rejected as it leads 
to c, <a which violates a < c, <b. Therefore 
A,. =(~a+b)-[(~a+b)2-(b-a)2]“2. 
Hence, if 
then the parabola (12) certainly intersects Howard’s semicircle (1). This 
proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If (c, G), c= c, + ic,, ci >O, is a solution of Eqs. (2)-(3) 
andg= U”-2az2/(y2 -y,)*<O, Vye [y,, y2], then 
(15) 
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i*=[v~;hT1)]~~, and m=$,a>O. 
Proof: Multiplying (7) by -mc,, adding the resulting equation to (6), 
and proceeding as in Theorem 1, we get the result. 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, if 
A*<(zb+a)-[(zb+ar-(b-aJ2]1’2, (16) 
then the parabola 
(17) 
intersects Howard’s semicircle ( 1). 
Proof: Follows by proceeding as in Theorem 2. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Theorems 14 in conjunction with Howard’s semicircle clearly show 
that if 
a>0 andeither f >Oor g<O, VYE [y,, y2], (18) 
then under the conditions (12) or (16), Howard’s semicircle bound for 
homogeneous shear flows can further be reduced. Further, since the con- 
ditions (18) allow the basic velocity profile to change the sign of its cur- 
vature somewhere in the flow domain, the result assumes more significance 
because under these conditions the basic velocity protile if symmetric is 
unstable (Tollmien [S]). 
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